Slapping a woman and calling her a "daughter of pleasure" during an MOI raid of her home in search of her chased son.

http://bahrainalyoum.net/?p=16095

Manama - Bahrain today.

Bahraini woman exposed to abuse by being slapped by Special Forces, during an MOI raid of her home on Sunday 7 December at dawn. The MOI forces have launched a campaign of raids in Tashan searching for wanted boys.

The mother of one of the hounded, reported that one of the masked- dressed in civilian clothes-, slapped her in the face and called her a "daughter of pleasure" after her objecting to allow them to raid of her house, she denied knowing her son's whereabouts. The mother said that she was speaking with a burning heart when they asked about the whereabouts of her son who is in hide, by saying, "has my house become safe for my children to sleep in it? And all this because of you", so he slapped her and cursed her.

The mother continued that another masked MOI member, started video taping her while talking in a very polite way, after the first attacked her. She understands that he did that in order to use it as evidence against her if she filled a case against them or if her case of aggression turned to a public opinion case in the future.

Social networks responded with anger against the assault incident of the Bahraini women. Many calls were to respond and not to tolerate with the incident. On the other
hand, a group that calls itself the "Saraya Al Karar" announced targeting an MOI group in the town of Bani Jamra as a reaction to the crime against the women.

It is worth noting that the MOI forces usually raid houses late at night or in the early morning hours, on daily basis. Cases of abuse have been repeated on women during raids. In addition to breaking the doors and tampering with the house contents and cursing the people.